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This is the story of a spiritual journey: from feeling abandoned by God to feeling embraced by God. 16

MP3 Songs in this album (107:19) ! Related styles: SPOKEN WORD: Audiobook, SPIRITUAL:

Inspirational People who are interested in Anthony Robbins Joel Osteen Derek Clark should consider this

download. Details: Have you ever given up on God? Or been close to giving up on Him? I have. This is

the story of a spiritual journey: from feeling abandoned by God to feeling embraced by God. For years I'd

felt an oppressive weight bearing down on me: the burden of anger against God. Why did it feel like He

never stuck up for me? Why didn't He rescue me from the abuse, loneliness, and pain of a troubled

childhood? Why didn't He stop my parents from abandoning me to the foster care system? With every

disappointment, I became more and more convinced He wasn't there, wasn't guiding me through my

struggles. He either could not or would not comfort me during the hard times; the times I needed Him

most. I didn't fear God, and secretly despised Him. It was the drowning death and resuscitation of a

young girl that forced me to rethink my contentious and unhealthy relationship with God. Knocked hard

out of my irreligious complacency, I came to see tragedy, hope, suffering, and overcoming with new

clarity and understanding. Adversity, I realized, can be one of God's greatest blessings. This spiritual

epiphany has filled me with immeasurable gratitude: for the breath of life, the goodness around me, and

even for the sad, troubled past I had to overcome. This is a story about rediscovering God, and gaining

awareness of His presence. A former High-Risk Foster Child with thirteen years in the foster care system,

Derek W. Clark is an Inspirational Speaker and Author. As a helpless child, Derek was nearly

institutionalized due to erratic behavioral problems and violent tendencies. He is a survivor of child abuse,

and was diagnosed early on as mentally retarded. As he developed, it became clear to his foster parents

that this diagnosis was without merit. Even against unbelievable odds, Derek never gave up, using music,

laughter, will power, and positive decision-making to triumph over adversity. He is the author of the

autobiographical I Will Never Give Up, which received the highest rating of 5 Stars from the American

Authors Association and I Will Never Give Up For The Teenager and I Will Never Give Up On God Again.

He is also a recording artist, singer/songwriter and successful business owner. Derek currently resides in

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=8855275


Northern California, with his wife of 15 years and their 4 amazing children. For More Information, Please

Visit NeverGiveUpOnGod and IWillNeverGiveUp.com
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